Introduction {#S1}
============

It is part of our human condition to want to know about the past, where things come from and ultimately how life began. Indeed, most human cultures have an origins narrative of some sort. Scientists are also a form of human culture, in the broad sense, and as such scientists also have origins narratives. However, just like the origins narratives of different cultures tend to differ, so do the origins narratives of different groups of scientists. Mathematicians tend to prefer stochastic or probabilistic models; physicists tend to prefer complicated models that gravitate toward problems of self-organization, whereas chemists tend to prefer models that focus on the synthesis and polymerization of RNA bases. Biologists, on the other hand, tend to find deficiencies with all such models, probably because biologists recognize that life is a very complicated action involving all of the above and more. Life is a set of chemical reactions that are set in motion by energy metabolism. Given a source of electrons, energy metabolism, carbon metabolism, and sufficient nutrients, life reacts to generate cells that produce more cells until one of the educts becomes limiting. Cells deposit protein as the main substance, RNA as peptide-condensing agents, and DNA as memory; they self-organize, and they generate populations as side products of energy metabolism, the main chemical reaction that runs all of the above. The self-organization property of cells is not obvious. [@B47], p. 1843) reviewed studies of entropy change measurements during growth; the entropy change in cells is always zero or close to zero because, as they succinctly explained, "cells are assembled in a spontaneous process." That is, if a cell has what it needs to grow, it organizes environmentally available components into more of itself as an effortless byproduct of the exergonic growth process. Growth means energy conversion, placing energy metabolism and changes in Gibbs free energy ([@B141]) at the center of the origins question, from the perspective of physiology.

What Is Ancient? {#S2}
================

What do acetogens have to do with origins, and why include a chapter on the origin of life in a special issue about acetogens? The simplest answer is perhaps that biologists have always had an intuition that anaerobic bacteria capable of reducing CO~2~ are ancient. The idea that the first cells on earth were anaerobes and met their carbon needs from CO~2~ alone without the help of chlorophyll goes back 110 years. In 1902, Haeckel expressed the view that the first step in the origin of life (*Archigonie* he called it, from Greek *archae* ancient, *gone* seed) was the formation of an inorganic formative fluid ("*anorganische Bildungs-Flüssigkeit*") containing the essential components, namely, carbonic acid, ammonia, and binary salts ("*Kohlensäure, Ammoniak, binäre Salze*") ([@B44], p. 361). As shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Haeckel also saw the very first organisms as synthesizing their cell plasma reductively ("*Bilden Plasma unter Reduction*"), which today we would call autotrophy. Famous for his classifications, Haeckel placed these first organisms at the top of his system in the class Probiontes, represented by the first order Archibiontes, which contained only hypothetical types named *Primordia vitae hypothetica!* ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Haeckel did not discuss the matter of origins much further in that book, although the exclamation point in *Primordia vitae hypothetica!*, possibly a punctuational singularity in the history of taxonomy, seems to underscore the importance of the issue.

![Haeckel's proposal for Probiontes and Archibiontes. In my view, Probiontes would correspond to LUCA, whereas Archibiontes would correspond to the first free-living cells, which could have been cytochrome-lacking acetogens and methanogens that use the acetyl CoA pathway for H~2~-dependent carbon and energy metabolism (a grade not a clade). Note the term "Reduction" that Haeckel used to designate the growth of autotrophs (for heterotrophs, he used Oxidation). *Bilden Plasma unter Reduction:* Synthesize plasma reductively.](fmicb-11-00817-g001){#F1}

In 1910, Mereschkowsky took the issue of origins in the same direction but several explicit steps further. Mereschkowsky divided Earth's early history into four phases, Epochs I--IV, as it pertained to origins. In the first epoch, the Earth had a fiery glowing surface; in the second, the fire had subsided, but the surface was still very hot, ≥100°C, and therefore dry; in the third Epoch, the surface was covered with boiling water (50--100°C); in the fourth, the water had cooled to less than 50°C ([@B87]; p. 359). Based on observations of cells that grow at high temperatures, he then concluded that the first forms of life arose in Epoch III, as the Earth was covered in boiling water. Those first life forms furthermore had the following properties (translation by the author, the original German is in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}): (1) a minimal size, inaccessible to the microscope; (2) a lack of organization; (3) the ability to survive temperatures close to the boiling point; (4) the ability to live without oxygen; (5) the ability to synthesize proteins and carbohydrates (the latter without the help of chlorophyll) from inorganic substances. \[*Fähigkeit, Eiweiße und Kohlenhydrate (letzteres ohne Vermittlung des Chlorophylls) aus unorganischen Stoffen zu bilden.*\]; and (6) resilience against alkaline solutions, concentrated salt solutions, sulfur compounds, and diverse toxins ([@B87]; p. 359). Those six properties, taken together, are very close to what proponents of autotrophic origins at alkaline hydrothermal vents are saying today. This fifth criterion, autotrophy without chlorophyll, means chemolithoautotrophy in modern terms. Chemolithoautotrophic origins at H~2~-rich hydrothermal vents are concepts that tend to appeal to microbiologists because we can observe chemolithoautotrophs growing at hydrothermal vents today, and those modern environments are probably not much different than they were four billion years ago.

![Mereschkowsky's 1910 list of "Demands that inevitably must apply to the first organisms" (*Forderungen welche umumgänglich an die ersten Organismen gestellt wereden können*) and "Properties of bacteria that meet these demands" (*Eigenschaften der Bakterien, welche diese Forderungen entsprechen*). See text for translation of Demands 1--6. The demands are derived from his inference that life arose at a time when water on the young Earth's surface was still hot, close to the boiling point (see text).](fmicb-11-00817-g002){#F2}

The idea that the first forms of life might have been phenotypically simple and chemically robust, arising in and inhabiting geochemically active environments, is intuitive conjecture. A similar conjecture shared by many biologists is that clues about the origin and early history of life are preserved in the biology of cells themselves and that some lineages of modern cells might be physiologically unchanged relative to the first life forms, which had to have been anaerobes, as [@B87] and later [@B45] were aware. Lipmann, who pioneered the concept of ATP- and energy-rich phosphate bonds as chemical currencies of energy in cells, was explicit about inferences from physiology when he wrote "Projecting backward makes it necessary to make assumptions which may seem difficult or perhaps impossible to verify. I think it might be possible to find links by looking more attentively for primitive evolutionary stages within the metabolic picture in the hope to apprehend there surviving metabolic fossils" ([@B67], p. 273). The idea expressed there is not trivial. Biologists tend to hold that there are life forms still in existence today that have preserved aspects of physiology that were present in the first forms of life. This stands in contrast to much of the origins literature, where it is widely assumed and sometimes actively argued chemistry at origins is solely a process of generating RNA and has no connection at all to modern physiology ([@B101]). Lipmann's 1965 chapter is good reading; it makes a case for the greater antiquity of substrate-level phosphorylation over ion gradient coupled phosphorylation, the antiquity of ferredoxin, and, as a side note, the antiquity of RNA over DNA.

What were ancient life forms doing from the standpoint of energy metabolism? Electromagnetic radiation from the sun was long assumed to be energy source for energy at origins: [@B88], p. 247) stated that "At the present time the direct or indirect source of free energy for all living organisms is the sunlight utilized by photosynthetic organisms," as expressed by [@B88], p. 247) as did [@B90], p. 79): "All biological processes depend on the absorption of solar photons and the transfer of heat to celestial sinks." Of course, today we know that life in the crust and within hydrothermal vents proceeds in complete darkness, fueled exclusively by chemical energy provided by purely geochemical processes, without any need for sunlight whatsoever ([@B21]; [@B8]). That kind of harsh geochemical environment is much more in line with what Haeckel and Mereschkowsky had in mind. It is also the kind of environment where organisms that live from the reduction of CO~2~ with electrons from H~2~, acetogens, and methanogens have what they need for growth.

Acetogens and methanogens growing from geochemical H~2~ are not dependent on solar radiation. Following the lead of [@B24] and advice from microbiologists knowledgeable of acetogen and methanogen physiology, I have made a case in recent years that acetogens and methanogens lacking cytochromes could have arisen from reactions of H~2~ and CO~2~ at hydrothermal vents ca. four billion years ago and have preserved to this day the founding physiology of the first free-living cells in the bacteria and archaeal lineages ([@B81]; [@B75], [@B77]). Genomic reconstructions of the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) ([@B154]) point very much in the same direction as to chemical experiments in the laboratory ([@B104]). Microbiologists tend to understand that case; in textbooks, the theory is present ([@B72]). In a hydrothermal origins scenario in which LUCA, confined to the site of the synthesis of its chemical constituents, had not yet progressed to the stage of a free-living cell, LUCA would correspond to Haeckel's Probiontes (which in that case would possibly have priority over LUCA as a name). The first membrane-bounded cells to escape the vent, domain-founding acetogens and methanogens, would correspond to a grade comprising the first free-living cells, equivalent to Archibiontes. In that view, the differences that distinguish archaea from bacteria, including lipid and cell wall chemistry, would reflect their divergence from LUCA before the transition to the free-living state ([@B76]). That would correspond to a progenote organization of LUCA, something simpler than a free-living cell ([@B26]; [@B154]). Other views have it that LUCA was a fully fledged bacterium ([@B145]), requiring complex evolutionary processes to account for the change in lipid and cell wall chemistry at the origin of archaea from bacterial roots (for a discussion see [@B130]). There are a number of suggestions that LUCA was eukaryotic in organization, but from the standpoint of physiology, that possibility seems unlikely enough that we need not discuss it here. There might be suggestions out there that LUCA was an archaeon from which the bacteria would be derived, but this author is unaware of them. Haeckel's designation of Archibiontes ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; from Greek *arkhaios* primitive) is an interesting ancient name for an ancient grade, the first free-living cells, which could have been acetogens and methanogens, based on their physiology ([@B24]).

Acetogens Are Ancient {#S3}
=====================

How far back can we trace the idea that acetogens might be living fossils from the origin of life? [@B67]; p. 265) opined: "...the chlorophylls could scarcely be early in chemical evolution; if not for other reasons, this suggests that photosynthesis came relatively late, preceded by chemosynthesis already highly developed in anaerobic clostridia." In a survey of energy conservation among anaerobes, and with keen attention to the evolutionary progression from cobalamin (ancestral) to chlorophyll via heme, Decker, Jungermann, and Thauer surmised that "From this point of view the methane-forming bacteria and the clostridia described in this article are closest to the primordial anaerobes" ([@B24]; p. 157) at a time before the recognition that methanogens are archae(bacteri)a. There might or might not be statements conjoining the evolutionary antiquity of acetogens and methanogens in earlier literature. Although [@B24] were not talking about clostridia that grow from H~2~ and CO~2~, they were talking about methanogens that do, and they reported the thermodynamic values for both the acetogenic and the methanogenic reaction from H~2~ and CO~2~. The idea that acetogens and methanogens could harbor ancestral forms of prokaryotic energy metabolism has remained current in thoughts about ancient physiology because the more details that emerged from the investigation of enzymes, structures, and cofactors underpinning the pathway(s), the more ancient they appeared.

Chemists and biologists working on the acetyl CoA pathway agree that it is ancient, as a few quotes attest. Wood wrote "Perhaps we are uncovering some reactions used by primitive forms of life before the use of ATP was developed and before CO~2~ was used by the Calvin cycle" ([@B160], p. 161). Ljungdahl surmised: "The autotrophic fixation of CO~2~ forming acetate is the most direct pathway for forming acetyl CoA, which may be the primary building block of life" ([@B69], p. 20). For more than three decades, Fuchs has maintained that the acetyl CoA pathway is ancient: "The total synthesis of acetyl CoA fulfills most of the criteria postulated for an ancient pathway. Its distribution in only distantly related anaerobes (Archaebacteria and Eubacteria) \[...\] and its unusual biochemistry are noteworthy. It requires the lowest amount of ATP. It is a versatile one-carbon and two-carbon assimilation path" ([@B38], p. 245--246) or "The common ancestor of life was probably a chemolithoautotrophic thermophilic anaerobe... \[...\] one attractive idea is that minerals catalyzed a primitive acetyl CoA pathway" ([@B13], p. 11). Drake et al. concur: "The acetyl-CoA pathway and variants thereof appear to be important to primary production in certain habitats and may have been the first autotrophic process on earth and important to the evolution of life" ([@B30]). Ragsdale sees the situation similarly: "The isotopic fractionation pattern of anaerobic organisms using the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway suggests that they may have been the first autotrophs, using inorganic compounds like CO and H~2~ as an energy source and CO~2~ as an electron acceptor approximately one billion years before O~2~ appeared" ([@B111]. p. 1877). The editors of this volume do not dissent: "Acetogenic microorganisms may also have been among the first microorganisms" ([@B9], p. 15) or, more recently, "The pioneer organism in a primordial world was probably a chemolithoautotrophic thermophilic anaerobe that employed the reductive acetyl CoA pathway" ([@B122]). Physiology tends to put acetogens at Square one of bacterial evolution.

Carbon isotope evidence consistent with the operation of the acetyl CoA pathway is found in rocks that are 3.8 billion years old ([@B144]) and even 3.95 billion years old ([@B139]). The evidence for biological origin is founded in light carbon, an enrichment of ^12^C versus ^13^C. The alternative interpretation that those ancient carbon isotope signatures might reflect abiotic processes would suggest the existence of abiotic CO~2~ fixation prior to the origin of life, which would be compatible with theories for autotrophic origins. By about 3.5 billion years ago, stromatolites were present, suggesting the existence of photosynthetic communities, and many modern biochemical pathways had evolved ([@B98]; [@B4]). Nearly four billion years later, the acetyl CoA pathway is still the backbone of acetogen physiology ([@B160]; [@B109]; [@B69]; [@B37]; [@B9]). The first organisms could have lived from H~2~ and CO~2~ in the geochemical setting of hydrothermal vents, fueled by the redox potential that exists between H~2~ from serpentinization and CO~2~ from the ancient oceans, the same redox potential that fuels growth of modern acetogens and methanogens ([@B105]). The same reactions still fuel life for acetogens and methanogens in the deep crust today ([@B73]). That kind of continuity from the first forms of metabolism into the physiology of modern cells is undoubtedly what [@B67] meant with the term "metabolic fossils."

Square Two {#S4}
==========

The first cells were likely autotrophs. What's next? Comparative physiology of the six known CO~2~ fixation pathways among prokaryotes indicates that the acetyl CoA pathway is the most ancient, mainly because (i) it is linear rather than cyclic, (ii) it is the only exergonic CO~2~ fixing pathway, (iii) it is the only CO~2~ fixing pathway that occurs in archaea and bacteria ([@B13]; [@B37]; [@B55]), and (iv) it is a strictly anaerobic pathway, and it is replete with transition metal clusters ([@B111]). It is the only CO~2~ fixing pathway that operates via CO as an intermediate ([@B108]), generating carboxyl groups from carbonyl, rather than reducing carboxyl groups, which is the key to its exergonic nature, as the other pathways expend energy to reduce carboxyl groups ([@B162]). Furthermore, it is a pathway of both carbon and energy metabolism, which is an excellent starting point from which to undergo evolutionary specialized into distinct, dedicated pathways of independent carbon and energy metabolism ([@B81]). The linear nature of the pathway to acetate speaks for its antiquity over the other five cyclic pathways because they entail numerous stereochemically defined intermediates, whereas the condensation of a methyl group and CO generate no chiral centers in the CO~2~ fixation intermediates. The other five pathways are more restricted in distribution, the dicarboxylate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle and the hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle occurring in archaea, the reductive citric acid cycle, the 3-hydroxypropionate bi-cycle, and the Calvin cycle occurring in bacteria ([@B13]; [@B37]).

Starting from the acetyl CoA pathway for carbon and energy, gluconeogenic carbohydrate pathways could have arisen ([@B119]), accompanied by specialization of the pathway toward carbon assimilation supported by an energy metabolism that does not reduce CO~2~, as in sulfur reducers that oxidize H~2~, cell mass, or end products such as acetate or lactate ([@B68]; [@B126]; [@B134]; [@B107]). The invention of heme from corrin precursors ([@B24]) could have occurred in clostridial sulfate--reducing lineages ([@B82]), where cytochromes are abundant. The closure of the horseshoe citric acid cycle into the reverse citric acid cycle in bacteria ([@B74]; [@B100]) likely marked the origin of the second CO~2~ fixation pathway. The first cells would have been dependent on H~2~ for carbon and/or energy metabolism, but in the absence of H~2~, only incremental physiological innovations were required for adaptation. The acetyl CoA pathway is reversible, as demonstrated in a sulfate reducer ([@B120]), such that in the presence of low H~2~ partial pressures the pathway can support growth in the acetate oxidizing direction ([@B164]; [@B48]). Operation in the acetate oxidizing direction is likely an ancient property of the pathway, although the mechanism of coupling appears to be still unresolved.

The first specialized heterotrophs could have arisen using amino acid, nucleoside, and ribose fermentations of the cell mass left behind by H~2~-dependent autotrophs when their local geochemical supply of H~2~ subsided ([@B123]) because in the absence of H~2~ the fermentations become thermodynamically favorable. These innovations would have occurred in a world where primary production was dependent on geochemical H~2~ provided by serpentinization. Even the origin of photosynthesis is likely to have occurred at hydrothermal vents, taking root in mild thermal radiation rather than from harsh sunlight at the surface ([@B97]). Anoxygenic photosynthesis using a type I reaction center (linear electron flow) was likely key in that process, providing a means of primary production (ferredoxin reduction) that was no longer H~2~-dependent ([@B79]) and possibly involving zinc cytochromes as functional precursors of chlorophyll, the last of the tetrapyrroles to evolve ([@B24]). Chlorophyll-dependent light harnessing enabled the colonization of new niches and the establishment of new, ocean surface ecosystems by primary producers, paving the way to oxygenic photosynthesis ([@B2]; [@B35]). In the archaea, metabolic innovations seem to often entail gene transfer from bacteria for physiological evolution ([@B95], [@B96]; [@B83]; [@B149]).

Three Problems: They Bifurcate, Pump, and Differ {#S5}
================================================

The idea that acetogenesis and methanogenesis are ancient ([@B24]) is appealing. But is it robust, is it *belastbar* (German: able to bear weight)? One has to think things through in full, whereby the details can harbor demons. Three problems stand out.

One problem concerns the noteworthy aspect of acetogen and methanogen physiology that they require chemiosmotic coupling---ion gradient formation and ATP synthesis via a gradient-harnessing rotor--stator ATPase---for growth because there is not enough energy in the H~2~--CO~2~ couple to simultaneously support carbon assimilation and ATP synthesis via substrate-level phosphorylation. Their mechanisms of ion gradient formation entail flavin-based electron bifurcation ([@B49]; [@B17]). Electron bifurcation is, among other things, a very ancient mechanism to generate reduced ferredoxin from H~2~ ([@B94]). Ferredoxin is, in turn, the source of reducing power that acetogens and methanogens use for CO~2~ reduction because under standard physiological conditions the midpoint potential of the H~2~/H^+^ couple is not sufficiently negative to reduce CO~2~ ([@B49]; [@B18]; [@B94]; [@B103]). Electron bifurcation involves enzymes and cofactors. That would appear to complicate the idea that H~2~--CO~2~-dependent growth via acetogenesis and methanogenesis can be traced all the way back to exergonic reactions of CO~2~ in hydrothermal vents ([@B77]). Vents, however, offer a solution to this problem (see following section).

Moreover, the primitive forms of acetogens and methanogens that grow on H~2~ and CO~2~ for carbon and energy lack cytochromes and quinones ([@B143]; [@B50]). For pumping, the acetogens that lack cytochromes and quinones use either an energy-converting hydrogenase (Ech) ([@B122]) or a ferredoxin-NAD^+^ oxidoreductase (Rnf) ([@B124]). The methanogens that lack cytochromes and quinones pump via a methyl transferase that harnesses the energy in the transfer of a methyl group from a sulfur atom in a thiol to a nitrogen atom in a pterin to pump Na^+^ ions ([@B143]). At first sight, this also appears to run counter to the idea that acetogens and methanogens (and their acetyl CoA pathway) are ancient. The fact that acetogens and methanogens growing on H~2~ and CO~2~ have to pump ions and use a rotor--stator ATPase in order to conserve energy would appear to squelch the idea. But that is not the case, because all prokaryotes (or their clades) use chemiosmotic coupling, and the rotor--stator ATP synthase is not only structurally conserved across bacteria and archaea ([@B43]), it is as universal among prokaryotes and the genetic code itself ([@B134]). The ATP synthase furthermore traces to LUCA in genomic reconstructions ([@B154]). The problem that ensues is this: the principle and the enzyme of ion gradient harnessing, the ATP synthase, are conserved across acetogens and methanogens, but the mechanism of pumping is not. Vents also offer a solution to this problem (see following section).

Adding more complication to what seemed at the outset to be a fairly straightforward idea (carbon and energy metabolism via the acetyl CoA pathway in acetogens and methanogens is as ancient as rocks) is the circumstance that acetyl CoA pathway has two segments: one of which is conserved across acetogens and methanogens; the other is not. The two segments are CO-dependent acetyl CoA synthesis at carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/acetyl CoA synthase (CODH/ACS) ([@B109]; [@B37]) and methyl synthesis from CO~2~ and H~2~. CODH/ACS is conserved; methyl synthesis is not ([@B131]). Using electrons from H~2~ via ferredoxin, CODH/ACS reduces CO~2~ to CO at an FeNiS cluster and directs the CO through a tunnel in the enzyme to a second FeNiS cluster where it binds to a Ni atom as nickel carbonyl ([@B28]; [@B31]; [@B29]). The methyl synthesis branch is very different in acetogens and methanogens: the pathways use different cofactors ([@B71]), and the enzymes of the acetogen and methanogen pathways are not homologous ([@B131]). To me, the methyl synthesis problem, or "the early formyl pterin problem," has appeared to be the most severe ([@B81]; [@B77]), until recently. There is now a solution to this problem as well. All three solutions entail natural chemical properties of serpentinizing hydrothermal vents.

Three Solutions, One Environment, and Catalyst {#S6}
==============================================

If acetogenesis and the acetyl CoA pathway are genuinely ancient (as in originating from rocks, water, and CO~2~), robust geochemical (prebiotic) solutions to the three problems outlined in the foregoing section---electron bifurcation, ion gradient formation, and methyl synthesis---are required. In [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the acetyl CoA pathway is represented as a series of chemical conversions showing the oxidation state of carbon as it is reduced to a methyl group, to CO, to an enzyme-bound and cofactor-bound acetyl moiety and ultimately converted to acetate or methane in energy metabolism of acetogens and methanogens, or pyruvate in their carbon metabolism ([@B37]). The only difference in this depiction relative to [@B37] is the recent finding that free formate is generated in the methanogen pathway as revealed by the structure of the methanofuran dehydrogenase complex ([@B150]), rendering the state of substrate carbon (although not its covalent ligands, generically represented as "⊥") in the acetogen and methanogen pathways identical. Also, the pathway presented by [@B37] indicates the classical route of formate formation via NADPH-dependent formate dehydrogenase, whereby recently an alternative enzyme of formate synthesis in acetogens was reported, an H~2~-dependent CO~2~ reductase ([@B125]) present in *Acetobacterium woodii* and *Thermoanaerobacter kivui*. It is conspicuous that, with the exception of CO and formate, substrate carbon is covalently bound either to cofactors or to active site atoms of the enzymes until released as acetate or methane (energy metabolism) or pyruvate (carbon metabolism).

![Chemical conversions in the acetyl CoA pathway. **(A)** The pathway as drawn by [@B37] but including the finding that in the methanogen pathway free formate is formed ([@B150]). Modified from [@B104]. The ligands of carbon represented as "⊥" are nitrogen atoms of pterin cofactors in the case of formyl, methenyl, methylene, and methyl groups in Reactions 3--5, cobalt and nickel atoms in the case of methyl group at Reaction 6, nickel atoms for the acetyl group at Reaction 6, or sulfur atoms in Reactions 8 (CoA) and 9 (CoM) (see [@B71]; [@B138]; [@B111]; [@B143]; [@B110]). **(B)** Cofactor requirements and the monomeric subunit size of the enzymes involved in the pathway in the acetogen *Morella* and the methanogen *Methanothermobacter* as summarized in the legend of Figure 1 of [@B37]. Methyl syntheses in the bacterial pathway (also termed the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway) and the archaeal pathway differ in terms of their enzymology and cofactor requirements ([@B37]). The alternative \[Fe\]-hydrogenase ([@B54]), Reaction 4 of the methanogen, which is expressed under Ni limitation, is indicated. At the bottom of **(B)**, the end products of reactions catalyzed by awaruite ([@B104]) are shown.](fmicb-11-00817-g003){#F3}

Although not shown in [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, both pathways can assimilate environmentally available methyl groups via methyl transferases proximal to ACS or heterodisulfide reductase ([@B109]; [@B143]; [@B12]; [@B37]; [@B85]). Reductants in the pathway are indicated as H~2~, which is the environmental source of electrons during growth on H~2~ and CO~2~, although the reduced cosubstrates of the reactions are either NAD(P)H, reduced ferredoxin, or F~420~ ([@B37]). [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the names and molecular mass of the subunits of the enzymes of the acetyl CoA pathway from the acetogen *Morrella thermoacetica* and the methanogen *Methanothermobacter marburgensis*, compiled from the information in the legend of Figure 1 from [@B37]. For the acetogen pathway, 10 enzymes with a subunit mass of more than 500 kDa and seven or nine cofactors are involved in the synthesis of pyruvate or acetate. Each of the cofactors (NADH, MoCo, thiamine, tetrahydrofolate, cobamide, CoA, ADP) has its own biosynthetic pathway of similar enzymatic demand. For the methanogen pathway, the situation is similar (\>700 kDa), but perhaps more demanding because of the participation of additional cofactors including methanofuran, coenzyme B, coenzyme M, and F~420~, all of which have their own demanding biosynthetic routes ([@B157]; [@B42]).

Considering the intense enzymatic effort acetogens and methanogens invest into making pyruvate, acetate, and methane out of H~2~ and CO~2~ ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), what initially looked simple starts looking like an insurmountable hurdle for prebiotic chemistry. We were therefore very surprised to find that formate, acetate, pyruvate, and methane are synthesized from H~2~ and CO~2~ under mild alkaline hydrothermal conditions (100°C, 24 bar, 16 h) using only one very simple and naturally occurring iron nickel compound, awaruite (Ni~3~Fe, both metals in the elemental zero valent state), as the catalyst ([@B104]). That is, the entire function of the acetyl CoA pathway in carbon metabolism can be replaced by a piece of metal.

The findings of [@B104] fall very much in line with the old biochemical axiom that transition metal biocatalysis and transition metal sulfide clusters are ancient relicts from the early phases of chemical evolution ([@B32]; [@B46]; [@B148]; [@B147]). The conversions of H~2~ and CO~2~ to formate, acetate, pyruvate, and methane shown in [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} all involve transition metals. The hydrogenases of archaea and bacteria that channel electrons into CO~2~ reduction all have either Fe or Fe and Ni at their active sites ([@B140]). Most, but not all, of those hydrogenase reactions reduce FeS clusters and then soluble redox cofactors or ferredoxins as the initial product of the hydrogenase reaction. The exception is the \[Fe\] hydrogenase (Hmd) of methanogens that lack cytochromes. Hmd transfers the electrons directly from H~2~, which is bound by the active site iron-guanylylpridinol (FeGP) cofactor, to an organic substrate, methenyl H~4~MPT, generating methylene H~4~MPT ([@B54]). This property of direct organic substrate reduction is so far unique among H~2~-activating enzymes ([@B54]). In [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the biological reactions of the pathway involve catalysis requiring transition metals ([@B31]; [@B27]), usually coordinated by sulfur ([@B133]), sometimes coordinated by carbon ([@B78]), sometimes coordinated by nitrogen ([@B159]), or in the case of the Fe atom in Hmd, all three plus oxygen (the resting state VI of the mechanism; [@B54]). Catalysis and redox chemistry via transition metals and transition metal clusters, traditionally viewed as ancient, are the underlying theme of the acetyl CoA pathway.

That a single alloy, awaruite (Ni~3~Fe), can substitute for the entire enzymatic pathway ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) is either surprising or expected, depending on one's standpoint. Awaruite is a typical constituent of serpentinizing systems. It is formed there by reduction of the divalent metals in host rocks by H~2~ from serpentinization ([@B62]). A very similar spectrum of small organic products, but without methane detection, was obtained without H~2~, using native iron alone as both the catalyst and the reductant ([@B146]). Taken together, those findings indicate two things. First, the backbone of carbon and energy metabolism in acetogens and methanogens unfolds naturally from H~2~ and CO~2~ with a catalyst, Ni~3~Fe, which consists only of metal atoms and hence could not be simpler. Second, the findings provide concrete chemical evidence to support the view that the acetyl CoA pathway is not only ancient, as those who have worked on it always suspected, but it is older than the enzymes that catalyze it, either today or in the very first cells. The acetyl CoA pathway is older than the genes that encode its enzymes.

Given those observations, what are the solutions to the three problems? For bifurcation (generating low-potential reduced ferredoxin from H~2~), the solution is that serpentinization generates alkaline and H~2~-rich hydrothermal fluid. The midpoint potential of the low potential ferredoxins in acetogens and methanogens is on the order of −500 mV ([@B17]). The midpoint potential of H~2~ at pH 7 and 1 atm H~2~ is −414 mV. Flavin-based electron bifurcation provides a mechanism to generate low-potential ferredoxins for CO~2~ reduction ([@B17]; [@B94]). The midpoint potential of hydrothermal effluents stemming from serpentinizing systems can reach −900 mV ([@B137]). This introduces the possibility that organisms living in such environments might not need bifurcation for reduced ferredoxin synthesis ([@B133]; [@B15]). At origins, similar considerations apply. Using the Nernst equation for the dissociation of H~2~ into protons and electrons, the H~2~ partial pressures (1--10 atm), temperatures (100°C), and pH (8--10) used in the H~2~-dependent CO~2~-reducing reactions reported by [@B104] correspond to midpoint potentials in the range of −592 to −777 mV, sufficient for conversion of CO~2~ to organics or ferredoxin reduction if suitable catalysts are provided. The reducing power of serpentinizing systems in the Earth can, in principle, functionally substitute for electron bifurcation in cells by providing conditions sufficiently reducing to generate reduced ferredoxin ([@B133]; [@B15]), but whether this occurs in modern metabolism is so far unknown. In an origins context, however, it is now clearly demonstrated that methyl groups can be generated from H~2~ and CO~2~ under hydrothermal conditions using iron minerals without cofactors or enzymes ([@B104]).

For the methyl synthesis problem, the solution is that in the presence of awaruite, or magnetite (Fe~3~O~4~) or greigite (Fe~3~S~4~), methyl synthesis from H~2~ and CO~2~ under hydrothermal conditions is facile ([@B104]). Acetogens and methanogens have to invest energy in the form of ATP or reduced ferredoxin to generate methyl groups in the acetyl CoA pathway. That is the crux of the early formyl pterin problem. Modern serpentinizing systems emit methane in their effluent ([@B106]; [@B33]), and methyl groups, as well as methanol itself, arise readily from H~2~ and CO~2~ in the presence of hydrothermal minerals as catalysts ([@B104]). That indicates that the pathway could have gotten started with CODH/ACS as the first enzyme, operating with a geochemical supply of methyl groups, followed by independent origins ([@B131]) of the unrelated methyl synthesis pathways of the bacteria and archaea. That would solve the energetic aspect of the early formyl pterin problem and explain why the chemistry of the pathway is so similar in bacteria and archaea ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), but the enzymes and cofactors involved are so different. Enzymes do not shift equilibria; they just accelerate reactions that tend to occur anyway. The reactions were there first; the enzymes increased the reaction rates ([@B158]).

For ion gradient formation, the solution is that the serpentinization process generates magnesium hydroxides from magnesium silicates ([@B5]; [@B118]; [@B129]) with the result that the effluent of serpentinizing systems is generally alkaline, on the order of pH 9--11. This creates an ion gradient relative to the modern ocean, ca. pH 8 on the outside of the vent and ca. pH 9--11 on the inside. On the early Earth, the global ocean was more acidic, however, on the order of pH 6, because vast amounts of CO~2~ dissolved in it. Thus, in serpentinizing hydrothermal vents of the Hadean, alkalinity generated by serpentinization created a pH gradient, a proton (H^+^ ion) gradient, between the emerging effluent of the serpentinizing system and the ocean bottom water at the vent ocean interface of roughly three to four orders of magnitude. The polarity of the gradient is the same as that in modern cells: more alkaline on the inside than on the outside, generating a proton motive force from outside to in [@B81], [@B63], [@B64]). That is about the same ΔpH range that biological systems generate in the process of ion pumping for the purpose of ATP synthesis. Such a geochemically generated ion gradient could have been harnessed by an ATPase at the origin of biochemistry, once genes and proteins had evolved ([@B81]; [@B77]). This solves the problem of how ion gradients arose before there were specific biochemical mechanisms to generate them: the first biochemical systems arose in environments where geochemical ion gradients were naturally existing ([@B116]; [@B81]; [@B63]; [@B130]). Again, the polarity of ion gradients at alkaline hydrothermal vents (more alkaline on the inside than on the outside) is exactly the same as in cells ([@B81]; [@B64]). The evolutionary relationship of substrate-level phosphorylation (SLP) to chemiosmotic coupling is traditionally viewed as SLP coming first with chemiosmotic coupling coming later ([@B67]; [@B24]; [@B25]; [@B34]; [@B81]). Chemiosmosis enables energy conservation with substrates that provide less energy than necessary for SLP ([@B124]).

Phosphate and Energy {#S7}
====================

Although serpentinizing systems solve several problems in early physiological evolution, they present another: How, in terms of energetics, could genes and proteins (protein synthesis is ATP and GTP dependent) have evolved before a universal mechanism of ATP synthesis, ion gradient harnessing via a rotor--stator ATP synthase, which is a protein encoded by genes, had come to be? This question touches many facets of the origins problem, because it concerns the relationship between nucleic acids as molecular memory, peptides as catalysts, and the coupling of environmental energy to the polymerization reactions that generate both classes of biopolymers from their monomers. This harkens to the genetics-first versus metabolism-first discussion, which is widely thought to stem from the clash in the origins literature of the 1990s between Wächtershäuser's ideas about pyrite-based metabolism contra efforts by proponents of an RNA world to quash them. As with most debates, the debate is older, as summarized yet again by [@B67]; his opening statement on p. 259): "My motivation for entering into this discussion is an uneasy feeling about the tenet that a genetic information transfer system is essential at the very start of life. All efforts seem to be fixed exclusively on using presumably available energy sources, for example, electric discharges, for synthesizing nucleotides and amino acids and, therefrom, polynucleotides and polypeptides from various carbon--nitrogen sources. As I interpret it, the fascination with the two classes of compounds indicates the assumption that they are essential at the very outset. Being dissatisfied with this fixation on starting with the hen rather than with the egg, I have attempted to find alternatives. I am afraid that what I have to say will be just as much natural philosophy as necessarily most discussion on the origin of life need be at present. But try we must." The concern from physiology that origins research is too focused on nucleic acids has tradition. In brief digression, note that Lipmann's essay also discusses H~2~, H~2~S, and iron ions as sources of energy, in addition to a statement (p. 265) that will ring true to those interested in acetogens and methanogens: "I find it possibly of relevance that hydrogen activation, which would be involved here, is mediated by one of the more primitive catalysts, the recently discovered ferredoxin."

Living cells are approximately 80--90% water by fresh weight. Nonetheless, a common criticism of hydrothermal systems as sites for biochemical origins is that they are full of water. This criticism typically comes from the genetics first camp and is based on the argument that, in aqueous solution, peptide bonds and the phosphoester bonds linking nucleotides will hydrolyze, leading to an inference that systems containing genetic material could not have evolved in a permanently aqueous environment ([@B6]; [@B101]). Rather than prompt a conclusion that life must have evolved where there was no water ([@B11]), the thought about polymer hydrolysis should prompt the question: How does life deal with this problem? The answer is that life harnesses environmentally available energy and couples it to the synthesis of peptides and nucleic acids such that their polymerization is much faster than their hydrolysis. Let us assume for the sake of argument that it has always been this way. The hen to which Lipmann alluded was biopolymers; the egg was energy harnessing.

In biological systems, energy is mainly saved and spent in the currency of high-energy phosphate bonds: acyl phosphates, phosphoanhydrides, phosphoamides, carbamoyl phosphate, and phosphoenolate, all of which were known in 1941 ([@B66]). Phosphorus forms long covalent bonds with oxygen ([@B151]). This invites nucleophilic attack by water. The P--O and P--N bonds in the organophosphates of energy metabolism have high free energies of hydrolysis. In terms of Gibbs free energy under standard conditions at pH 7 (Δ*G*~0~′), hydrolysis of these high-energy phosphate bonds in metabolism releases on the order of −60 to −30 kJ/mol ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This release of free energy, if coupled to a slightly endergonic reaction, can make the reaction go forward. Coupled to many reactions, the hydrolysis of high-energy bonds makes the metabolism of a whole cell (life) go forward. That means that the high-energy bonds must constantly be resynthesized; otherwise, life comes to a halt. An *Escherichia coli* cell synthesizes roughly of 30 billion ATP (30 pg) or approximately 30 times its bodyweight (1 pg) per cell division ([@B1]), a human synthesizes about a bodyweight of ATP per day.

###### 

Free energy of hydrolysis for some biological compounds.

  ---------------------------- ----------------------------
  Phosphoenolpyruvate^a^       Δ*G*^o^′ = −62 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  1,3-Bisphosphoglycerate^b^   Δ*G*^o^′ = −52 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  Acetyl phosphate^a^          Δ*G*^o^′ = −43 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  Creatine phosphate^a^        Δ*G*^o^′ = −43 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  Carbamoyl phosphate^b^       Δ*G*^o^′ = −39 kJ ol^--1^
  Acetyl CoA^c^                Δ*G*^o^′ = −32 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  ATP (to ADP)^a^              Δ*G*^o^′ = −31 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  Glucose-1-phosphate^a^       Δ*G*^o^′ = −21 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  Inorganic pyrophosphate^d^   Δ*G*^o^′ = −20 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  Glucose-6-phosphate^a^       Δ*G*^o^′ = −14 kJ⋅mol^--1^
  ---------------------------- ----------------------------
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As [@B67] pointed out, there are two mechanisms to make ATP. There is substrate-level phosphorylation (Lipmann called it fermentative phosphorylation or extract phosphorylation) in which a phosphate-containing carbon compound ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) with a sufficiently high-energy bond phosphorylates ADP in a stoichiometric reaction. The other way to make ATP is the chemiosmotic mechanism of [@B89] with ion pumping plus ion gradient harnessing, which Lipmann called oxidation-chain phosphorylation because the mechanism of electron transfer to coupling via the ATP synthase had not yet been worked out. Lipmann concluded that substrate-level phosphorylation entailed a far simpler machinery; hence, it was the more ancient form of making high-energy phosphate bonds. From today's perspective, that still seems correct ([@B84]).

But [@B67] blazed a too seldom questioned trail in origins literature by suggesting that the participation of high-energy phosphate bonds in metabolism started with inorganic pyrophosphate (PP~*i*~) as the first chemical energy currency, coupled with his notion that SLP is more ancient than the ion gradient phosphorylation, which led to the idea that the entry of high-energy phosphate bonds into primitive metabolism came from high-energy phosphate bonds in phosphorus minerals in the environment. Although Lipmann's idea of obtaining metabolic energy from pyrophosphate or polyphosphate minerals in the environment has a long tradition of acceptance in origins literature ([@B91]; [@B115]; [@B23]; [@B102]), the idea does not withstand inspection (see following paragraph). It furthermore distracts from the main issue at hand---the coupling of exergonic reactions of carbon reduction to early energy conservation (see following section).

One problem with PP~*i*~ or other environmental sources of preformed "high-energy" phosphorous bonds as the starting point for high-energy organophosphate bonds in metabolism is that it has no homolog in biology. That is not to say that there are no PP~*i*~-dependent reactions in metabolism---there are many. The point is that no biological systems are known to this author that access environmental PP~*i*~ or environmental polyphosphates as a source of energy. Stated another way, what cell will grow chemotrophically from PP~*i*~ or polyphosphate without the involvement of redox chemistry? None is probably the answer. The only examples from biology in which environmentally available phosphorous compounds play a role in energy metabolism involve phosphite as an electron donor in ion-pumping electron transport chains ([@B121]). The phosphite oxidizers are fascinating and important; they also clearly show that there is enough phosphite in the environment to support the existence of phosphite-reducing electron transport chains. However, that circumstance has nothing to do with Lipmann's suggestion that environmental PP~*i*~ was a primordial energy source or an ancient energy currency. Another problem with PP~*i*~ that is equally pressing, if not more so, is that PP~*i*~ has a lower free energy of hydrolysis than glucose-1-phosphate ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}); it has low group transfer potential and is thus fighting a steeply uphill energetic battle in any effort to phosphorylate ADP for SLP or to activate any metabolic compound via formation of phosphoanhydride, phosphoester, or similar bonds. With the advantage of 50 years of hindsight following Lipmann's 1965 suggestion, we now know that the most common function of PP~*i*~ in metabolism is not in energy metabolism, but immediate hydrolysis following reactions in which ATP is cleaved to AMP and PP~*i*~ so as to make the reaction irreversible under physiological conditions, such as in the activation of amino acids for translation ([@B14]).

Acyl Phosphates Through CO~2~ Reduction {#S8}
=======================================

In SLP, ATP is usually synthesized during the oxidation of a reduced carbon compound ([@B66]; [@B24]; [@B84]). When [@B25] suggested that phosphorolysis of a thioester bond to form an acyl phosphate, as it occurs in the reaction mechanism of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), might mark the entry of phosphate into metabolism, he might have had the right kind of reaction mechanism, although it appears, from my perspective, that he put it in the context of the wrong upstream and downstream reactions. Leaning on the GAPDH reaction ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), [@B25] was suggesting that the oxidation of reduced carbon compounds present in the environment provided the source of energy. That is exactly what [@B152] had said 27 years prior about the origin of metabolism: life started from glucose fermentations (see Table 1 of [@B152]). Whatever happened to Mereschkowsky and autotrophic origins? [@B152] was suggesting that life started from glucose disproportionation (glycolysis and ethanol fermentation, where acetyl CoA is ultimately the electron acceptor), whereas [@B25] was suggesting that sugars were oxidized with Fe^3+^ in the oceans being his preferred electron acceptor. The idea that there were enough free sugars lying around in the environment to provide an energy source for first life is still current in modern literature ([@B59]). More likely is the idea ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) that free sugars are made by cells from CO~2~ ([@B119]; [@B37]). At any rate, following Lipmann's lead, [@B25] suggested that the acyl phosphate could be used to form PP~*i*~ as an ancestral metabolic energy currency, whereby PP~*i*~ will not work as an energy currency, as we saw above. The oxidation of preexisting reduced carbon compounds as a source of energy is couched in the outdated ([@B70]) concept of an organic soup, 100 year-old notion tracing to Oparin and Haldane concerning the origin of organic compounds in the first place. Soup was once popular ([@B39]), but that was at a time before much was known about energy conservation in anaerobic autotrophs. That is, [@B25] was deriving thioesters via analogy to heterotrophic metabolism.

![Energy conservation as high-energy phosphate bonds from carbon oxidation and carbon reduction \[modified from [@B80]\]. **(A)** Mechanism of the [D]{.smallcaps}-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction in the glycolytic (oxidative) direction to generate the mixed anhydride bond in 1,3-bisphospho-[D]{.smallcaps}-glycerate. *R* = CH(OH)CH~2~OPO~3~^2--^. The vertical arrow underscores the oxidative nature of the reaction in the energy-conserving direction. **(B)** Synthesis of acyl phosphate from H~2~ and CO~2~ as it occurs in the acetyl CoA pathway. Modified from [@B80] and [@B84]. The reactions are drawn from data compiled in [@B138], in [@B110], in [@B37], and in [@B124]. Some methanogens can generate reduced ferredoxin via an energy-conserving hydrogenase, Ech, which does not entail bifurcation, but operates at the expense of an ion gradient, the generation of which demands bifurcation at the Mvh--Hdr complex ([@B143]) in methanogens without cytochromes.](fmicb-11-00817-g004){#F4}

In heterotrophic metabolism, SLP is always coupled to oxidation of reduced carbon substrates ([@B24]) except at the glycine reductase reaction of Stickland reactions, which generates acetyl phosphate ([@B3]). A carbon-oxidizing start to metabolism will not work, because a soup of substrates will be too complex to support energy metabolism ([@B123]), and because if strong oxidants are invoked, the accumulation of reduced organic compounds is thermodynamically unfavorable in the first place ([@B134]). In autotrophy, carbon backbones unfold in a very natural and orderly manner that specifically generates the compounds of the acetyl CoA pathway ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Here, a point cannot be overemphasized. In SLP, the high-energy organophosphate bonds that are used to make ATP are formed by reactions of reactive carbon backbones with phosphate. It is not the reaction of reactive phosphorus compounds with unreactive organic substrates. It is the reaction of unreactive phosphate with reactive carbon compounds. The energy in the high-energy organophosphate bonds that are used for SLP (acyl phosphates, phosphoenolate) resides in carbon, not in phosphorus.

In autotrophic metabolism, acetyl phosphate can be synthesized for SLP during the process of CO~2~ reduction. SLP powered by CO~2~ reduction appears to be restricted to the acetyl CoA pathway. In that sense, [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (CO~2~ reduction) and [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} (energy conservation) overlap well. In metabolism, phosphate is a cofactor, not a source of energy. It is an innocent bystander that forms a high-energy bond by its ability to perform nucleophilic attack of a reactive carbonyl. Does [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} recapitulate a primordial reaction sequence coupling of CO~2~ reduction and energy metabolism? It well could be. Does that energy coupling work without enzymes? Almost.

The phosphorylation of ADP with acetyl phosphate is facile in the presence of Fe^3+^ ([@B60], [@B61]); acetyl phosphate can be readily generated from thioacetate and phosphate ([@B156]). So far, no synthesis of acyl phosphates from CO~2~ and P~*i*~ has been reported. Would acyl phosphates from scratch be a big advance? It clearly depends on one's point of view. It would help to explain how early energetic coupling was possible.

Findings from various disciplines tend to home in on the acetyl CoA pathway when it comes to origins. Investigations into ancient metabolism from the standpoint of modern metabolic networks are uncovering clues that converge on the acetyl CoA pathway ([@B41], [@B40]). Autocatalytic cycles can be identified within the metabolism of methanogens and acetogens ([@B161]). Reactive chemical networks based on thioesters have been reported ([@B127]). Starting from products of the acetyl CoA pathway, reactions of the reverse citric acid cycle take place in the absence of enzymes ([@B92], [@B93]). Tryptophan is synthesized deep in geochemical systems ([@B86]), which supports to the idea that reductive reactions at hydrothermal vents could have fostered life ([@B7]). Genomic reconstructions of LUCA indicate that it lived from gasses, using reactions and enzymes germane to the acetyl CoA pathway ([@B154]). The enzymes of the acetyl CoA pathway are not only replete with transition metal sulfide centers ([@B117]), but they also contain half of all the carbon--metal bonds currently known in biology ([@B78]). Carbon--metal bonds are extremely rare in metabolism, and they are ancient. They occur only in enzymes that form the interface between metabolism and the gasses from which LUCA lived (H~2~, CO~2~, N~2~), or in enzymes and cofactors that transfer methyl groups, as shown in [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, or in cofactors that initiate radical reactions ([@B78]). They appear, to me at least, to be relicts of the catalysts that gave rise to primordial physiology.

Amino Acyl Phosphates {#S9}
=====================

And what good are acyl phosphates? They are energy currency, better than ATP. A look at [@B56], p. 6042) reveals that "In aqueous solution at room temperature, the phosphate anhydride of leucine polymerizes spontaneously to produce polypeptides of 3--20 amino acids." Significant? Clearly, an energetic coupling of CO~2~ reduction to acyl or amino acyl phosphate synthesis would enable a great many biologically relevant reactions, such as peptide synthesis. One thinks of small molecule chemical networks of the kind that Kauffman had in mind ([@B161]), and the words of Shapiro, who like Kauffman and many others was unconvinced that genetic material (the "hen" in Lipmann's 1965 quote) came before the exergonic synthesis of the chemical components of which its monomers are comprised (the "egg"): "A more likely alternative for the origin of life is one in which a collection of small organic molecules multiply their numbers through catalyzed reaction cycles, driven by a flow of available free energy. Although a number of possible systems of this type have been discussed, no experimental demonstration has been made. The inclusion of a 'driver' reaction, directly coupled to the energy source, may lead to a solution" ([@B128], p. 105). Spontaneous reactions that couple a biological driver reaction to synthesis of a biological energy currency cannot be far away. The overall reaction will probably look very much like acetogen energy metabolism, but with metals in place of enzymes. If carbon-based energy metabolism came first, carbon metabolism and, given a natural source of activated nitrogen ([@B105]), the rest of metabolism would naturally follow.

Patterned Evolution of Pathways, Not Retrograde Evolution {#S10}
=========================================================

Prior to the publication of this article, a reader lamented that I seemed to be assuming retrograde evolution of pathways without saying so. This article is not about retrograde evolution of pathways; it is about the antiquity of a CO~2~ fixing pathway in the context autotrophic origins, which posit the outward evolution of pathways emanating from CO~2~, which is the opposite of retrograde evolution. Hence, there is clearly a gap in understanding between this author's text and one reader's subjective interpretation of same concerning the evolution of metabolism. Other readers might encounter the same problem, so it is worthwhile to briefly recapitulate retrograde pathway evolution and contrast it to the ideas in the present article.

The term "retrograde" comes from *retro* (Latin, backward) and *gradus* (Latin, step), or stepping backward. The concept of retrograde evolution of pathways traces to an article by [@B53], who argued that in the beginning there was a rich organic soup of the components from which cells are composed, amino acids bases and the like, in line with ideas of Oparin. These components, the products of modern pathways, became depleted through biological activity, creating pressure to synthesize them from their immediate biosynthetic precursors, which are presumed to exist in the soup as well. Notably, Horowitz assumes the existence of heterotrophic cells as the starting point of retrograde pathway evolution. Depletion of a given product Z creates pressure for the terminal enzyme in the pathway to be fixed so as to supply Z from precursor Y in a one-step pathway. In this way, the last enzyme in the pathway evolves first, catalyzing the reaction Y → Z. Subsequent depletion of Y generated, in turn, the pressure to supply Y from its preexisting precursor X, leading to evolution of the next to last enzyme in the pathway, catalyzing the reaction X → Y, yielding a pathway X → Y → Z, and so forth. In this way, pathways and metabolism as a whole evolved from the distal tips, the products, inward to the proximal core of central intermediates from which all products (amino acids and bases) are synthesized.

From tips to root means backward steps in evolution along the pathway relative to the biosynthetic direction, hence retrograde, although Horowitz did not use that word. Horowitz required the pathway evolving species to be heterotrophic for the compound in question, or in modern terms auxotrophic for all pathway products, taken across all pathways. Note that Horowitz's model starts with organisms, species that already are alive, such that the retrograde model describes a process of inward biochemical pathway growth in a world where genes and organisms already exist in an organic soup having all intermediates and end products of a modern metabolic map in ample supply. A related concept is that of [@B163], who suggested that gene duplications for an initially small number of enzymes of relaxed substrate specificity gave rise to toward a larger collection of enzymes each having higher substrate specificity. The theories of Horowitz and Ycas concern the vector of gene and enzyme evolution after the origin of organisms. The retrograde model of Horowitz explicitly posits that the first organisms were heterotrophs.

Autotrophic theories assume that the first organisms were autotrophs that obtained carbon from CO~2~. They differ from heterotrophic theories in that they assume that the organic molecules from which life arose were synthesized from CO~2~ and that the evolution of biochemical pathways to complex organics (amino acids and bases) thus recapitulates a vector of biochemical evolution that starts from CO~2~ and moves outward toward the tips, or products, of metabolism. In that regard, the main products that we see in metabolism today (amino acids and nucleic acids, together approximately 80% of the cell by weight) were not selected from a soup; rather, they were synthesized in a sequence of reactions such that they were the endpoints, not the starting points of biochemical evolution. In other words, heterotrophic origin theories operate via consumption of preformed products, whereas autotrophic origin theories operate via synthesis of products from CO~2~. In contrast to [@B53], autotrophic theories do not start with organisms. In contrast to [@B163], they do not start with genes. Rather autotrophic theories entail the concept of chemical or physiological evolution before genes, starting from CO~2~. That is true for autotrophic theories of [@B87], of [@B148], of [@B128], and for autotrophic theories that are based on the acetyl CoA pathway ([@B81]).

Autotrophic theories have in common that they assume that life and metabolism started from CO~2~, hence that biochemical synthesis evolved from C~1~ compounds to C~2~ compounds to C~3~ and larger, such that the origin of metabolic networks was a process of growth from simpler to more complex ([@B148]; [@B81]). Investigations of metabolic maps to uncover ancient cores and structures in metabolism are much in line with that view, as they uncover conservation surrounding an autotrophic core ([@B41]; [@B161]). The same core is uncovered in gene evolution studies that trace ancient genes to LUCA ([@B154], [@B153]). The most highly conserved core of that network, C~1~ → C~2~ → C~3~, or formate → acetate → pyruvate ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), unfolds in simple laboratory reactors overnight from H~2~ and CO~2~ using hydrothermal minerals as catalysts ([@B104]).

That said, what do autotrophic theories say about the evolution of genetically encoded biochemical pathways? Autotrophic theories assume that there was a process of chemical "evolution" before genes came into existence, whereby the term "evolutionary" in this context designates increases in complexity, not mutation or selection (processes connoting genes). Genes require the existence of the code; this article is not about the origin of the code. Once genes had arisen (we all have to agree that they did arise somewhere at some point), it is eminently reasonable to posit that the first genes to arise and evolve, in general, were those that anchored the genetic code in place, namely, aminoacyl tRNA synthetases ([@B20]). In terms of physiology, the first genes to arise and evolve were likely those that channeled a necessarily exergonic preexisting flux of carbon and nitrogen into components that reinforced the synthesis of genes and proteins ([@B81]). A survey of genes that trace to LUCA found precisely, namely, eight genes for aminoacyl tRNA synthetases and several enzymes involved in the acetyl CoA pathway, in nitrogen metabolism, in H~2~ assimilation, in cofactor biosynthesis, and in the synthesis of amino acids, bases, and modified bases ([@B154]), which are essential for the code to operate ([@B10]; [@B153]).

Of the autotrophic pathways known, only the acetyl CoA pathway occurs in both bacteria and archaea and enables ATP synthesis during CO~2~ fixation ([@B13]; [@B37]). The reverse oxidative citric acid cycle employing citrate synthase, the roTCA cycle, requires very little ATP input ([@B74]; [@B100]), but it does require the hydrolysis of one ATP per acetyl CoA generated, as opposed to supporting ATP synthesis while generating acetyl CoA. The interested reader is directed to Table S10 of [@B74] for an excellent comparison of the overall energetics and ATP demand of CO~2~ fixing pathways in bacteria and archaea. In line with its favorable thermodynamics, the acetyl CoA pathway is also the only one of the autotrophic pathways known that has been shown so far to operate *in toto* without enzymes, as acetate and pyruvate are generated from H~2~ and CO~2~ by mineral catalysts alone ([@B104]). Thus, from the standpoint of thermodynamics, it is the one from which to start ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). That would provide formate, acetate, and pyruvate, which in acetogens and methanogens spill over into the incomplete reverse citric acid cycle as the main source of carbon skeletons for biosynthesis ([@B81]; [@B37]; [@B41]; [@B93]). The central proposition of autotrophic origins is that first biochemical pathways evolved outward from such a central core in a way that brought forth central intermediary metabolism from inorganically catalyzed non-enzymatic reactions. Inorganically catalyzed reactions came to be accelerated and channeled into metabolism-like conversions by accrual of organic catalysts (organic cofactors or their abiotic precursors) and then finally enzymes. In that sequence of events, the cofactors themselves could have been products of inorganic catalysis, with enzymes, however, being the products of genes.

This sequence of pathway evolution, namely, a sequence of CO~2~ assimilating reactions starting from inorganic catalysts, progressing to organic catalysts (cofactors), and on to enzymatic (gene encoded) catalysts, entails the very broad premise that the reactions of central metabolism leading to products (amino acids and bases) tend to take place naturally. Catalysts merely accelerate chemical reactions that tend to take place anyway, or the catalysts can alter the immediate products in the case kinetically controlled reactions. In that sense, the evolution of pathways under such a set of premises for autotrophic origins is prepatterned (Ger. *vorgezeichnet*; predrawn, sketched for the purpose of subsequent bolder drawing), or simply *patterned* by the natural reactions of carbon. Some readers will ask why not use the word palimpsestic instead of patterned. Palimpsestic, in addition to lacking all prosody, emphasizes the process of overbuilding or overwriting a prior state. Patterned, and more specifically *vorgezeichnet*, places the emphasis on the process of putting the original pattern, the ancestral state, in place. Patterned evolution of pathways emphasizes the process of generating the original pattern, namely, the natural reactions of organic compounds.

Thus, the concept of patterned evolution of pathways is the autotrophic counterpart of retrograde pathway evolution inherent to heterotrophic theories. Patterned pathway evolution has it that the reactions that comprise biochemical pathways were etched into the space of all possible chemical reactions according to kinetic and thermodynamic constraints, with environmentally available and novel synthesized catalysts bearing upon the relative rates of competing reactions. As pathways evolved forward, the spontaneous chemical reactions of preceding products determined the vector of evolutionary progression. The connections between products of different pathways, sometimes connecting pathway intermediates to generate new routes and products (widespread in cofactor biosynthesis) as one moves distal to the core, emerge as a natural result of patterned pathway evolution, as does the noteworthy thermodynamic stability of the main pathway end products, amino acids, and bases. Patterned evolution of pathways would readily explain why so many reactions in metabolism work well without enzymes ([@B81]; [@B58]; [@B93]; [@B104]; [@B161]).

Life Is a Chemical Reaction {#S11}
===========================

The same reader who was interested in retrograde evolution also suggested that I discuss an alternative theory that life evolved from large amounts of abiotically formed acetate. As it stands, there is no such theory out there in the literature to discuss, nor is there currently clear evidence for accumulation of abiotic acetate in large amounts, in contrast to clear evidence for abiotic accumulation of formate ([@B65]) and methane ([@B33]). Furthermore, if life started from acetate, the extraction of energy would be problematic. Acetate disproportionation to H~2~ and CO~2~ for energy metabolism generally requires a syntrophic partner that can scavenge the H~2~ so that the H~2~-producing reaction is exergonic ([@B48]), meaning that for acetate disproportionation to work as the very first metabolism, the methanogen already has to be there, such that that acetate oxidation can hardly be the first metabolism, coming in second at best. Acetate disproportionation might, however, have arisen very early after acetogenesis ([@B81]). The alternative energy extraction route, acetate oxidation using high-potential terminal acceptors, is not an option at origins for the same reason that methane oxidation is not an option at origins: In the presence of high-potential acceptors, the reduced carbon compounds that need to accumulate for metabolism and life to arise in the first place are converted to CO~2~ ([@B134]). The synthesis of acetate from H~2~ and CO~2~ is exergonic all by itself, as long as there is sufficient H~2~ and as long as there are no strong oxidants around. Acetate synthesis from H~2~ and CO~2~ is hence a good starting point for metabolic origins. Let's take the idea one step further.

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes metabolism in an ancient cell; an earlier and more preliminary version of the figure is found in [@B81]. It conveys an approximation of the life process as a chemical reaction using the example of an acetogen. The starting point of [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} is a study by Drake and colleagues ([@B22]) in which they quantified the carbon flux through the cell as acetate and into cell mass for two acetogens. For *Clostridium thermoaceticum*, they found that during growth on H~2~ and CO~2~ approximately 0.1 mol of carbon accumulates as cell mass for each 2.4 mol of CO~2~ consumed. That is shown with the large gray arrow at the left of [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, if we start with 2,500 atoms of carbon in CO~2~, approximately 2,400 of them are converted to acetate for energy metabolism, and approximately 100 of them go to cell mass. The fate of those 100 carbons in metabolism is given by [@B37], who provided a summary of carbon distribution in an idealized primordial metabolism based on the acetyl CoA pathway. The numbers next to the arrows in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} indicate the percent of acetyl moieties going toward C~2~ metabolism or being extended by further CO~2~ incorporation as given in Figure 6 of [@B37]. Fuchs' 2011 figure does not extend to amino acids but includes, probably by design, exactly the compounds from which the amino acid biosynthetic families ([@B14]) are derived---pyruvate, phosphoenolpyruvate, 3-phosphoglycerate, oxaloacetate, 2-oxoglutarate, and sugars. The amino acids are used to make protein, which comprises 50% to 60% of the cell's mass.

![Idealized primordial metabolism for a hydrogenotrophic acetogen (see text). The carbon pathways are taken from Figure 6 of [@B37]; the amino acid biosynthetic families are taken from [@B14]; the energy investment (dotted arrows at top) is taken from [@B136]; the 24:1 carbon ratio for energy metabolism versus cell mass accumulation is taken from [@B22]; the ATP per acetate is taken from [@B94]). For fairness, [@B22] also reported that 0.3 mol of the carbon was unrecovered, which is neglected here. Numbers next to arrows in carbon pathways are from [@B37] and indicate the approximate percentage of flux. Relative width of carbon flux arrows is drawn roughly to scale, including the large gray arrow at left, to underscore the relative flux of material through the cell (large) versus the residue that remains (small). The acetyl CoA pathway roughly as indicated in [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} resides within the large gray arrow and is not shown in detail.](fmicb-11-00817-g005){#F5}

The "additional" CO~2~ incorporations at pyruvate, oxaloacetate, and 2-oxoglutarate add up. Ten amino acids contain one additional carbon beyond the C~2~ starting unit, six amino acids have two additional carbons, and four amino acids have three additional carbons that are added from CO~2~. Had we started with 100 acetyl units (200 carbon atoms), pyruvate synthesis adds 71 more carbon atoms, oxaloacetate synthesis adds 22 more carbon atoms, and 2-oxoglutarate synthesis adds nine more ([@B37]), yielding 102 additional carbon atoms. Thus, per 100 carbon atoms from acetyl CoA, approximately 50 more are incorporated after acetyl CoA synthesis. The acetyl CoA pathway provides approximately two-thirds of the carbon, roughly one-third coming from subsequent incorporations.

To make protein, the amino acids have to be activated as aminoacyl tRNA, which hydrolyzes ATP to release PP~*i*~ at synthesis of the amino adenylate intermediate, requiring two ATP as input and then two steps of GTP-dependent ribosome movement, or four ATP per peptide bond ([@B14]). The energy for that comes from acetogenesis, which delivers approximately 0.27 or, rounded, 0.3 ATP per acetate, as [@B94] worked out. For the 1,200 acetate produced, that yields approximately 360 ATP, which, if we consult [@B136] regarding the rough distribution of energy costs across the cell, is enough to make approximately 52 peptide bonds. A smaller amount of ATP is required for RNA, DNA, and other things ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Keeping in mind that approximately only 60% of cell carbon goes to protein (cells are 50% carbon and 30% carbon in protein by weight), [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} has it that 60% of the 150 carbon atoms assimilated per 1,200 acetate, or 90 carbon atoms can be directed toward peptide synthesis. But an average amino acid has five carbons, so that there is enough energy to make 52 peptide bonds but only enough carbon to make 18 amino acids. The available energy for peptide synthesis exceeds the available carbon for peptide synthesis by approximately a factor of three. Can that be right?

A three-fold excess of energy relative to protein cell mass seems odd at first sight, but in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, we have not considered maintenance energy or ATP spilling, which can be substantial. [@B135] showed that the theoretical maximum yield for cell mass for *E. coli* (on the order of 28 g per mol ATP synthesized) is approximately three times the measured value (approximately 10 g per mol ATP synthesized). *Escherichia coli* cells synthesize approximately three times more ATP than they require for biomass synthesis, similar to the situation in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The efficiency of ATP utilization in living cells is often approximately three-fold lower than would be predicted from standard biosynthetic costs. This is because of the existence of processes such as maintenance energy, futile cycling, ATP spilling, and uncoupling that consume ATP (or diminish synthesis) with no yield in terms of growth or cell mass ([@B114]; [@B113]; [@B51]). The theoretical maximum yield in terms of net cell mass increase per ATP is always lower than the observed value in studies of modern cells ([@B136]); it is also lower in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

Primordial carbon metabolism involves successive incorporation of CO~2~ into acetyl CoA, pyruvate, oxaloacetate, and 2-oxoglutarate via the acetyl CoA pathway and incomplete reverse citric acid cycle. This conserved core provides the carbon backbones for the synthesis of amino acids, whereby amino acids (glycine, aspartate, glutamine) plus CO~2~ and C~1~ intermediates of the acetyl CoA pathway provide in turn the carbon backbones and nitrogen for the synthesis of purines and pyrimidines ([@B67]; [@B81]). Note that amino acid, sugar (for example, ribose), and nucleobase synthesis in microbial metabolism does not start from the successive incorporation of formaldehyde units ([@B112]), cyanide units ([@B19]), oxidized methane units ([@B99]), or acetate units, as one reader suggested. Rather, it starts with the successive incorporation of CO~2~ units ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and is energetically financed in acetogens and methanogens by exergonic reactions of CO~2~ with H~2~.

If we step back for a moment, we recognize that the CO~2~-based design of central intermediary metabolism is a very, very strong argument in favor of autotrophic origins (carbon from CO~2~). Theories based in polymerization of formaldehyde, cyanide, activated methane, or acetate do not intersect at all with central metabolism of real cells, whereas theories based in the sequential condensation of CO~2~ do---seamlessly ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and without corollary assumptions.

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} also underscores that synthesis of protein (the main substance of life) is a side reaction of a main exergonic reaction. It furthermore underscores the point that there is a kind of natural order in metabolism, as [@B90] suggested. Note that the line widths of gray arrows indicating carbon flux in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, also the large vertical one at left, are drawn roughly to scale relative to one another. The main reaction in the cell is bioenergetic. Cell mass is a byproduct.

If we keep thermodynamic constraints on metabolism in mind, it is evident that the vectors of evolutionary progression across the reactions in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} cannot start with ribosomes at the top right, because the energy-releasing reactions required for their synthesis start at the lower left, from H~2~ and CO~2~. For thermodynamic reasons, the vector of evolutionary progression in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} has to start at the bottom left. In autotrophic origins, the evolution of carbon pathways progresses from left to right and bottom to top, from simpler to complex. At the very beginning of evolution, small pathways had to start without enzymes and had to be exergonic ([@B104]), autocatalytic reaction sets probably played a role as intermediates ([@B57]; [@B52]; [@B161]), and, once genes arose, more specific biochemical pathways could evolve, probably in a patterned fashion, with naturally occurring chemical reactions paving the way of the evolution of the first metabolic pathways. But for all of that to occur, there had to be a continuous, uninterrupted energy-releasing reaction driving it all. H~2~-dependent CO~2~ reduction as it occurs at hydrothermal vents is the proposition.

The complex reactions moving left to right and bottom to top in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} are in many cases not sufficiently exergonic to go forward by themselves and hence require come kind of chemical connection, or coupling, to the main exergonic acetate-generating reaction. In this article, I have argued that energetic coupling first involved SLP (abiotic) to generate acyl phosphates in the course of continuous acetate synthesis from H~2~ and CO~2~ and later involved the harnessing of naturally preexisting proton gradients by the ATP synthase subsequent to the origin of genes. I made a similar case previously ([@B81]; [@B64]), but the case is now better backed by evidence. At origins, there had to be energy harnessing from the very start, because most of the reactions in metabolism are not strongly exergonic, and some are endergonic, requiring coupling to ATP (or similar) hydrolysis to move forward. Thus, evolution at the level of genes and pathways depends, from the very start of biochemical evolution, upon exergonic redox reactions of carbon ([@B84]) during H~2~-dependent CO~2~ reduction to acetyl CoA and pyruvate. In [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, as in the experiments of [@B104], acetate is synthesized via the intermediates of the acetyl CoA pathway.

Conclusion {#S12}
==========

Autotrophic theories have a long tradition. Hydrogen-dependent acetogens figure centrally in modern autotrophic theory because the backbone of their metabolism, the acetyl CoA pathway, provides both carbon and energy from the H~2~-dependent synthesis of acetate from CO~2~. Of the six CO~2~ fixing pathways known, only the acetyl CoA pathway generates ATP; the other five require ATP input. Because primordial biochemical reactions had to be exergonic, this is a strong argument for antiquity of the acetyl CoA pathway. The unique involvement of CO as an intermediate in the pathway has the consequence that it generates carboxyls (acetate) from carbonyls (acetyl), whereas the other five pathways incorporate CO~2~ as carboxyls that have to be reduced to carbonyls at the cost of energy input. As with almost all forms of SLP, SLP in the acetogen pathway entails the nucleophilic attack of a carbonyl carbon in a thioester by an otherwise inert inorganic phosphate ion to generate an acyl phosphate that can phosphorylate ADP ([@B155]). The energy in SLP thus stems from activated carbon atoms reacting with phosphate, not from compounds such as pyrophosphate, polyphosphates, phosphites, or phosphides reacting with unreactive carbon species. Because the reaction of H~2~ and CO~2~ continuously generates reactive carbonyl intermediates *en route* to free organic acids, the source of energy behind phosphate-based energy conservation at origins was most likely H~2~-dependent CO~2~ reduction, not reactive phosphorous minerals, counter to many traditional concepts about prebiotic chemistry. Primordial carbon metabolism consists of the sequential addition of CO~2~ molecules to form acetyl moieties, pyruvate, oxaloacetate, 2-oxoglutarate, and sugars, from which all 20 amino acids are ultimately derived. This strongly suggests that metabolism arose from CO~2~ in accordance with theories for autotrophic origins, as opposed to origins from other carbon species such as formaldehyde condensations, cyanide condensations, or methane oxidation. The central reactions of the acetyl CoA pathway to form formate, acetate, and pyruvate from H~2~ and CO~2~ take place overnight at 100°C without enzymes under hydrothermal vent conditions using only hydrothermal vent minerals as catalysts. This suggests that biochemical pathways evolved from CO~2~ outward via a process of patterned pathway evolution, in which naturally occurring anabolic chemical reactions paved the way for reactions that later came to be catalyzed by enzymes. Patterned evolution of pathways is the autotrophic counterpart and converse of retrograde pathway evolution in heterotrophic theories. Carbon and energy metabolism as they are manifest in the metabolism of acetogens (and methanogens) that lack cytochromes growing on H~2~ and CO~2~ likely reflects an ancestral state of microbial physiology from which the evolution of more complex pathways involving fermentations and cytochrome-dependent electron transport chains emerged.
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